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 Retro Parking Demo. Indie, Racing, Simulation, Strategy. $1.99. Retro Parking is an indie game about the road, the traffic and the chance of getting a sweet parking spot. The game features quick and easy to learn controls, beautiful high resolution graphics and a charming retro style. A worthy addition to your retro collection! I will update this game regularly and fix any issues. Hey, guys! Welcome
to Retro Parking! I'm Marcio & this is my first Game on Kickstarter. My goal is to get the game finished and released as good as possible. Let me know if you have any questions or concerns! I really hope you'll love the game as much as I loved making it. Thank you! Credits: Thanks to the cool folks of 'GameArt' for their beautiful, free retro graphics used in this demo. All art is under CC0 license.

Convert, tinker, research, test and enjoy! - Marcio Pinto This game has been in development for about 1 year. It has been running on my game engine called GameEngine.io. If you like my work, please give a donation for my future projects! This is only my first step into the world of games. Thank you for your support!# Copyright (c) 2019-2020 Oracle and/or its affiliates. # Licensed under the
Universal Permissive License v 1.0 as shown at from oci.util import formatted_flat_dict, NONE_SENTINEL, value_allowed_none_or_none_sentinel from oci.util import type_converters, regex_helper from warnings.warnings import warn class OutputBucket(object): """ An output bucket represents an Amazon S3 object. def __init__(self, contents, content_size, input_data_format=None,

input_data_sources=None, location_type=NONE_SENTINEL, parent=NONE_SENTINEL, source_id=NONE_SENTINEL): """ Initialize the object 82157476af
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